
A: Buffet, Starter & Combo
1100

Premium large prawns in unique bubbly crisp Japanese style 
tempura coating.

    Deep Fry    Oven Bake        

Breaded Tropical Torpedo Prawns

CASE: 10 x 500g

> Large tropical prawns 21 - 25's
> 3 way cook, including oven bake from frozen
> Tempura crispy coating

Xmas Best Seller

1051
Headless shell on butterfly cut fresh water prawns 
marinated in garlic and herbs.

                

Butterfly Marinated Prawns Garlic and Herb

CASE: 10 x 500g

> Large tropical butterflied prawns - 16/20's
> Oven bake from frozen
> Rich garlic and herb marinade

Xmas Best Seller

1049
Butterflied prawns spread with a spicy mango chilli jam and 
hand crumbed.

    Deep Fry    Oven Bake        

Chilli Mango Prawns 16/20s

CASE: 10 x 500g

> Large butterflied tropical prawns with the tail on
> Can be oven baked or deep fried
> Spicy mango jam and crispy crumb

Xmas Best Seller

0496
Queen Scallops in a creamy white wine sauce with chopped 
onion and mushrooms. Served in a large natural Scallop 
Shell. Finished with hand piped potato, parmesan and a 
dusting of paprika.

        Oven Bake  Micro      

Coquille St Jacques 8's Pack

CASE: 8 x 240g

> Shells filled and garnished by hand
> Rich sauce with white wine (no flavouring added)
> Large scallop shell for great presentation
> Quick and easy preparation back of house
> Popular dish which is time consuming to make

Xmas Best Seller
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0089
A combination of white and brown crab meat, and Atlantic 
Cod with white wine and mature cheddar. All topped with a 
parsley and Parmesan natural toasted crumb. Finished with 
a lemon slice garnish.

        Oven Bake  Micro      

Crab and Cod Gratin

CASE: 8 x 130g

> Generous amounts of Crab meat and Atlantic Cod fillet pieces
> Bound in a rich sauce of white wine and Cheddar cheese
> Crunchy topping of toasted crumb, parsley and Parmesan
> All presented in a natural scallop 
> Cook from frozen - oven or micro
> 130g excluding shell

Xmas Best Seller

0393
Lots of lean Red Tractor accredited pork in a handmade 
pastry. For buffets cut them into 3 or 4 - so over 50 portions.

        Oven Bake        

Farmhouse Jumbo Sausage Rolls 6oz

CASE: 18 x Jumbo per case

> Handmade using lean Red Tractor Nottinghamshire pork
> 3.2Kg of sausage rolls
> Each one is 6oz (170g)
> Cut into 3 or 4 for parties / buffets
> Ready to cook and eat warm from the oven

1102
2 pieces of raw peeled deveined tropical prawns marinated 
with garlic and placed on a skewer.

        Oven Bake    Grill    

Garlic Lollipop Prawns 16/20s

CASE: 10 x 500g

> Large tropical prawns
> Raw peeled deveined
> Interlocking presentation
> 4" teppo gushi bamboo skewer

Xmas Best Seller

0222
A combination pack of three great products, all presented in 
a natural scallop shell and hand garnished. Contains: 
Coquille St Jacques, Smoked Haddock Rarebit Shell, Crab & 
Cod Gratin.

        Oven Bake  Micro      

Gourmet Shell Selection Pack

CASE: 12 x Shells

> Individually flow wrapped
> All presented in a natural scallop shell
> Cook from frozen - oven or micro
> Shells filled and garnished by hand
> Individually wrapped
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1101
Crisp pastry rolls wrapped with marinated peeled tail on  
torpedo prawns in garlic & pepper flavour.

    Deep Fry    Oven Bake        

King Prawns in Filo Pastry

CASE: 10 x 500g

> Oven bake
> Exposed tail presentation
> Large tropical peeled tail on:  21-25's

Xmas Best Seller

0394
A combination pack of cocktail sized sausage rolls: 
Traditional, Chorizo,Turkey with Sage & Onion. Made with 
handmade pastry and Nottinghamshire Pork and Turkey.

        Oven Bake        

Mixed Cocktail Sausage Rolls Pack

CASE: 48 x Cocktail Rolls

> Just cook from frozen
> Handmade pastry
> Nottinghamshire Red Tractor Pork & Turkey
> 48 pieces in the pack

Xmas Best Seller

0261
Atlantic Haddock in a rich Cheddar sauce with mustard and 
then finished with Cheddar and toasted crumb. All served in 
a large natural scallop shell.

        Oven Bake  Micro      

Smoked Haddock Rarebit Shell

CASE: 8 x 100g

This is a spin on a traditional favourite...
> Generous amount of diced Atlantic Haddock
> Cheddar sauce with mustard and Worcestershire Sauce
> Finished with a Cheddar and Samuri natural crumb topping
> Oven or microwave and then grill to bubble the cheese
> Individually wrapped

Xmas Best Seller

0395
Large tempura battered prawns - deep fry or ovenbake.

    Deep Fry    Oven Bake        

Tempura Battered Torpedo Prawns Japanese Style 21/25s

CASE: 10 x 500g

> Large tropical prawns
> Tail exposed
> Deep fry or ovenbake
> Crispy tempura batter

Xmas Best Seller
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B: Red Meats Prepared
0335

Nottinghamshire Beef with piquant horseradish, Cheddar 
and red onion rolled in handmade puff pastry.

        Oven Bake        

Beef & Horseradish Roulade

CASE: 6 x 200g

> Large 200g serving
> Full of Nottinghamshire beef 
> Simply cook from frozen

Xmas Best Seller

0346
Seasoned prime lean beef  mince formed into a pot shape 
and filled with red onion and a mushroom sauce. Simply 
cook from frozen.

        Oven Bake        

Beef Mushroom Truffle

CASE: 6 x 200g

> Large 200g serving
> Simply cook from frozen
> Lean Nottinghamshire beef

0256
Grass Fed Nottinghamshire Fillet of Beef with a mushroom 
duxelle and a handmade chicken liver pate with brandy. All 
wrapped in a handmade puff pastry and garnished with olive 
and cherry tomato.

        Oven Bake        

Beef Wellington

CASE: 6 x 255g

> Prime Grass Fed Nottinghamshire Fillet of beef
> Fillet is raw - oven cook from frozen
> Rich handmade mushroom duxelle and pastry
> Handmade chicken liver pate with brandy
> Attractively garnished with olives and cherry tomato

Xmas Best Seller

0334
A large en croute filled with lean pork in an apple and cider 
sauce all in handmade puff pastry then finished with an 
apple and thyme garnish.

        Oven Bake        

Pork & Cider en Croute

CASE: 6 x 270g

> Large 270g en croute
> British Red Tractor accredited pork
> Attractively garnished for impactful frozen presentation
> Simple oven bake cooking from frozen

New
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0291
Nottinghamshire Pork Loin filled with a wild mushroom 
sauce and savoury sausage meat. All brushed with sesame 
seed oil.

        Oven Bake        

Wild Mushroom Stuffed Pork Loin Roulade

CASE: 6 x 230g

> Generous pork loin from Nottinghamshire
> Wild mushrooms with cream and white wine sauce stuffing
> Savoury sausage meat to seal in the sauce
> Brushed with oil and finished with a skewer

New

C: Game Meat Recipes
0333

Richly filled with pieces of lean rabbit in a sauce of 
wholegrain mustard, cider and leeks.

        Oven Bake        

Rabbit & Cider Purse

CASE: 6 x 270g

> Large 270g en croute
> Made by hand in our renowned puff pastry folded as a purse
> Generous quantity of lean rabbit in a cider, wholegrain mustard and leek sauce
> Attractively garnished for impactful frozen presentation
> Simple oven bake cooking from frozen

0485
Slow cooked lean venison in a rich red wine sauce with 
mushrooms, all encased in handmade puff pastry.

        Oven Bake        

Venison en Croute

CASE: 6 x 270g

> Diced lean venison
> Rich red wine
> Handmade pastry
> Large wholesome portion

D: Chicken - in Pastry
0188

British chicken fillet in a cranberry cream and brandy sauce 
all wrapped in handmade pastry purse finished with fresh 
thyme and egg wash.

        Oven Bake        

Brandy and Cranberry Chicken

CASE: 6 * 270g

> British chicken fillet
> Rich sauce of cream, brandy and cranberries
> Handmade puff pastry
> Easy preparation - oven cook from frozen
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0451
Chicken with cream, red wine and wild mushrooms, garnish 
with mushroom slices with French herbs

        Oven Bake        

Chicken with Wild Mushrooms En Croute

CASE: 6 x 270g

> Large 270g en croute
> Made by hand in our renowned puff pastry folded as a purse
> Ample quantity of diced chicken breast with wild mushrooms and in a rich cream and 
white wine sauce
> Attractively garnished with sliced mushrooms and decorative French mix herbs for an 
impactful frozen presentation
> Simple ovenbake cooking from frozen

Xmas Best Seller

I: Chicken - Other Recipes
0292

Fillet of chicken stuffed with BBQ sauce, sausage meat and 
topped with puff pastry

        Oven Bake        

BBQ Chicken Puff

CASE: 6 x 250g

> Skinless and boneless prime chicken breast
> Rich sauce filling sealed with premium sausage meat
> Topped with puff pastry and garnish
> Oven from frozen

New

0294
Fillet of chicken stuffed with a garlic sauce, sausage meat 
and topped with puf pastry

    GLUTEN FREE    Oven Bake        

Garlic Chicken Puff

CASE: 6 x 250g

> Skinless and boneless prime chicken breast
> Rich garlic sauce filling sealed with premium sausage meat
> Topped with puff pastry and garnish
> Oven from frozen

New

0293
Fillet of chicken stuffed with a piquant pepper sauce, 
sausage meat and topped with puff pastry

    GLUTEN FREE    Oven Bake        

Peppered Chicken Puff

CASE: 6 x 250g

> Skinless and boneless prime chicken breast
> Rich pepper sauce filling sealed with premium sausage meat
> Topped with puff pastry and garnish
> Oven from frozen

New
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J: Turkey & Duck
0019

British turkey breast in a cranberry, cream and brandy sauce 
all in handmade puff pastry finished with thyme and egg 
wash.

        Oven Bake        

Cognac and Cranberry Turkey

CASE: 6 * 270g

> British turkey fillet
> Rich sauce of cream, brandy and cranberries
> Handmade puff pastry
> Large plate filling portion

0473
Nottinghamshire Turkey breast in a rich cheddar, cranberry 
and Nottinghamshire ham sauce all wrapped in handmade 
puff pastry and finished with a herb sprinkle.

        Oven Bake        

Nottinghamshire Turkey Melt en Croute

CASE: 6 x 225g

> A large breast portion of Nottinghamshire turkey
> The turkey is topped with a Cheddar, cranberry and ham sauce
> All is enveloped in a open topped en croute of handmade puff pastry
> Finished with Cheddar and herb sprinkle
> Simply oven from frozen

Xmas Best Seller

0287
Diced turkey thigh meat in tandoori spices all presented in a 
puff pastry tart. Simply oven from frozen.

        Oven Bake        

Tandoori Turkey Tart

CASE: 6 x 240g

> Tasty and succulent thigh meat
> Spicy tandoori flavour
> Handmade puff pastry
> Easy cook from frozen

New

0325
A skinless and boneless Nottinghamshire turkey breast fillet 
portion wrapped around handmade sage and onion stuffing 
centre. Roast from frozen or defrost.

        Oven Bake        

Turkey Cushion

CASE: 6 x 220g

> Nottinghamshire turkey -  skinless and boneless
> Handmade sage & onion stuffing
> Held in an attractive cushion shape with butcher string
> Generous 220g serving
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0329
Nottinghamshire Turkey breast and Ham, sage and onion 
stuffing and a rich gravy all enclosed in a handmade lattice 
pastry.

        Oven Bake        

Turkey Lattice en Croute

CASE: 6 x 215g

> Nottinghamshire Turkey Breast
> Nottinghamshire Ham
> Handmade traditional sage and onion stuffing
> Handmade puff pastry lattice
> Simply oven from frozen

0157
A prime turkey breast portion filled with a cranberry stuffing 
and wrapped in streaky bacon.

        Oven Bake        

Turkey Roulade

CASE: 15 x 240g

> Large 240g portion size
> Prime British turkey breast
> Simply oven from frozen

New

0316
British prime turkey medallion topped with sage & onion 
stuffing all wrapped in rashers of bacon.

        Oven Bake        

Turkey Tournedos - Sage and Onion

CASE: 6 * 240g

> Prime British Turkey breast
> Rich handmade stuffing
> From scratch look presentation
> Large 240g portion
> Oven from frozen or chilled

Xmas Best Seller

0108
British turkey breast portion filled with cranberry jelly and 
thyme, with a coarse pate of rosemary, mushroom and 
bacon.

        Oven Bake        

Turkey Wellington

CASE: 6 x 230g

> Nottinghamshire prime turkey and Red Tractor ham
> All natural ingredients - handmade additive free pastry
> Large 230g portion for good plate coverage
> Cook from frozen
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0243
A whole duck breast, boneless, raw with skin on in an 
orange glaze  with a fruit garnish.

        Oven Bake        Simmer in Pouch

Woodland Duck

CASE: 6  x 240g Ptns

> Individually vacuum packed
> Boneless
> Large consistent portions
> Attractive garnish

Xmas Best Seller

K: Fish & Seafood - in Pastry
0322

A Multi portion sized Cod Wellington

        Oven Bake        

Cod Wellington 700g

CASE: 2 x 700g

> Centre of table multi portion wellington
> Skinless and boneless smoked Atlantic Cod fillet
> Butter and prawn sauce
> Attractively garnished with parsley
> Individually wrapped
> The wellington is approximately 23 cms in length.
> Cook from frozen

Xmas Best Seller

0328
A combination pack of multi portion wellingtons: Salmon 
Wellington and Smoked Haddock Imperial

        Oven Bake        

Festive Wellington Twin Pack

CASE: 2 x 700g Wellington

> Centre of table multi portion wellington
> Skinless and boneless North Atlantic Salmon, attractively garnished with dill and lemon 
slices
> Skinless and boneless smoked Atlantic Haddock fillet in our ever popular florentine 
sauce, and attractively garnished with red Cheddar and parsley
> Individually wrapped
> The wellington is approximately 24 cms in length.
> Cook from frozen

Xmas Best Seller

0107
Prime Salmon fillet in a rich butter sauce all wrapped in fine 
puff pastry and finished with an egg glaze, lemon slice and 
herb decoration.

        Oven Bake        

Salmon Wellington 700g

CASE: 2 x 700g

> Centre of table multi portion wellington
> Skinless and boneless North Atlantic Salmon
> Attractively garnished with dill and lemon slices
> Individually wrapped
> The wellington is approximately 26 cms in length.
> Cook from frozen

Xmas Best Seller
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0102
A combination of Scallops, Atlantic Cod and Icelandic in a 
creamy dill sauce with mushrooms and a touch of garlic and 
mustard. Finished with half slice of lemon and prawns.

        Oven Bake        

Seafood en Croute

CASE: 6 x 215g

> Attractively garnished with lemon and prawns
> Handmade
> Combination of seafood in a rich cream and dill sauce
> Oven cook from frozen

Xmas Best Seller

0324
Prime smoked Haddock fillet in a rich florentine sauce with 
spinach and Cheddar, all wrapped in fine puff pastry and 
finished with an egg glaze and Cheddar and herb decoration.

        Oven Bake        

Smoked Haddock Imperial 700g

CASE: 700g x 2

> Centre of table multi portion wellington
> Skinless and boneless smoked Atlantic Haddock fillet
> Our ever popular florentine sauce
> Attractively garnished with red Cheddar and parsley
> Individually wrapped
> The wellington is approximately 26 cms in length.
> Cook from frozen

Xmas Best Seller

O: Fish & Seafood - Topped and Filled
0006

A side of Atlantic Salmon topped with a lemon and tarragon 
crust finished with lemon slices. Roast from frozen. Serves: 
3-5.

        Oven Bake  Micro      

Salmon Side with Crust - Lemon & Tarragon

CASE: 3 x 600g

> Atlantic Salmon Fillet boneless
> Rich crust of breadcrumbs, lemon, cheddar and tarragon
> Roast from frozen 
> Individually wrapped

Xmas Best Seller

0268
A side of Atlantic Salmon topped with an orange and ginger 
crust finished with orange slices and cranberries. Roast 
from frozen. Serves: 3-5.

        Oven Bake        

Salmon Side with Crust - Orange & Ginger

CASE: 3 x 600g

> Atlantic Salmon Fillet boneless
> Rich crust of breadcrumbs, orange and ginger 
> Roast from frozen 
> Individually wrapped

Xmas Best Seller
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P: Fish & Seafood - Other Recipes
0131

Atlantic Salmon rolled around a spinach and cream cheese 
filling then topped with grated Parmesan and parsley.

        Oven Bake        

Cream Cheese & Spinach Salmon Parcel

CASE: 6 x 160g

> Thinly sliced Atlantic Salmon fillet, skinless and boneless
> Filling of cheddar, cream cheese, spinch and seasoning
> Finished with Parmesan and parsley
> Roast from frozen

New

0220
An Atlantic cod fillet, skinless and boneless, with a lemon & 
black pepper butter pat, topped with a red onion and red 
pepper garnish.

        Oven Bake  Micro      

En Papilotte - Atlantic Cod

CASE: 6 x 185g

> Atlantic Cod Fillet
> Wrapped in silicon paper
> Generous 185g portion

New

0214
A skinless and boneless fillet of prime Atlantic Salmon with 
a sundried tomato butter pat, topped with a basil and cherry 
tomato garnish.

        Oven Bake  Micro      

En Papilotte - Atlantic Salmon

CASE: 6  x 185g

> Atlantic Salmon Fillet
> Wrapped in silicon paper
> Generous 185g portion

New

0349
A Salmon Roast to share - two salmon fillet tails, boned and 
filled with a rich lemon and dill butter. Ready for roasting!

    GLUTEN FREE    Oven Bake        

Lemon & Dill Salmon Roast

CASE: 3 x 400g

> Boneless Atlantic Salmon tails
> Roast or microwave from frozen in a ceramic dish and baste the butter
> Each 400g Salmon Roast serves 2-3

Xmas Best Seller
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0096
Atlantic Salmon fillet rolled around a spinach and cream 
cheese filling then topped with puff pastry. Simply roast 
from frozen.

        Oven Bake        

Salmon Roulade

CASE: 4 x 500g

> 500g Roulade
> Serves 3 - 4
> Each Roulade is individually wrapped
> Roast from frozen

Xmas Best Seller

R: Natural Seafood
0137

Farmed Tropical Prawn, cooked, peeled, tail on, IQF and a 
size of 21-25s per lb.

    GLUTEN FREE  Pan Fry      Grill    

CPTO Black Tiger Prawn 21/25

CASE: 10Kg

> Large consistent size
> Farmed
> Vein removed by cutting
> 20% glaze

Xmas Best Seller

0984
Shell on Rock Lobster tails

    GLUTEN FREE  Pan Fry  Oven Bake    Grill    

Lobster Tails 5oz

CASE: 10lb

> Individually packed and frozen
> Each tail is 5oz in weight
> Approx 26-27 tails per case
> Raw and ready for cooking

Xmas Best Seller

0074
Large tropical prawns, peeled, deveined, raw, with tail on 
25% glaze, IQF.

      Pan Fry  Oven Bake    Grill    

Tropical Prawn 26-30s Raw Tail On

CASE: 10 x 1Kg

> Large tropical prawns
> IQF
> Prawns are deveined and peeled
> The prawns are raw

Xmas Best Seller
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T: Vegetarian
0474

A combination of goats cheese, olives and spinach, finished 
with crumbled goats cheese and olives. Roast from frozen.

        Oven Bake        

Calabrian en Croute

CASE: 6 x 225g

> This delightful looking vegetarian en croute packs a flavour punch!
> The combination of goats cheese, olives and spinach works wonderfully well
> Finished with crumbled goats cheese and olives.
> Roast from frozen.

Xmas Best Seller

0024
A combination of caramelised vegetables - courgette, 
cabbage, onions and bell peppers - with brie all encased in a 
light puff pastry.

  VEGETARIAN      Oven Bake        

Caramelised Vegetable en Croute

CASE: 6 x 225g

> Full of richly flavoured vegetables - Additive free
> Large portion of brie
> Attractive garnish of chopped spring onion
> Light handmade puff pastry
> Good portion size: plate filling

Xmas Best Seller

0288
Rich goats cheese with diced sweet potato and shredded 
spinach all presented in a puff pastry tart. Simply oven from 
frozen.

        Oven Bake        

Goats Cheese Sweet Potato & Spinach Tart

CASE: 6 x 240g

> Generous portion of goats cheese
> Diced sweet potato and shredded spinach
> Handmade puff pastry
> Easy cook from frozen

New
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